Brain coral

1. Ball (30g)
2. Make a pinch pot, keep aside
3. Roll out 10g strip at day

5. Place strips on coral
**Starfish**

1. Ball (30g)
2. Flatten
3. Pinch five sides
Scallop Shell

1. ball (10g)

2. Roll out

3. Use cookie cutter tool to cut out shape.

4. Re-shape each half into a bowl shape and connect at red point with extra clay.
Sea turtle

1. Ball (30g)

2. Reshape

3. Press in to make the neck area

4. Flatten edge & make impressions

5. 3 balls (20g)

6. Reshape & cut

$ \times 2 = 4$
7. Flatten & reshape (x 4)
   - Make circle impressions

8. Reshape last ball

9. Pinch nose

10. 2 small balls for eyes and make impressions

11. Graft together all body parts & make impressions on shell.
Sea Fan Coral

1. (30g)
2. Flatten/Roll
3. Indent edges
   - make small impressions with tools
4. Ball (20g)
5. Reshape
6. Ball x 6 →
7. x 6
8. Graft together body & branches

9. Graft base on to the body
Mushroom Soft Coral

1. Ball (30g)

2. Rolled out & cut

3. Connect edges together
4. Ball (20g)
5. Roll out

6. Graft on to the stalk
Clownfish

1. ball (30g)

2. flatten & reshape

3. reshape & make impressions on tail

4. 2 small balls as eyes

5. roll 3 balls (10g)

6. flatten & cut

7. Make impressions
8. Cover body with white strips

9. Craft fins on body

Cut mouth with scissors
Butterfly fish

1. ball (60g)
2. flatten & cut
3. Round the mouth & flatten edge
4. Make impressions on fins

2 small ball
5. ball (10g)
6. flatten & shape
7. Make impression on tail
8. Graft tail and 4 orange colour strips onto body
Branching coral

1. ball (20g) → 2. Reshape

3. ball × 5

4. Reshape

5. ball × 5

6. Reshape

x 6
Graft branches together